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Abstract.

Let G and H

be two mesh-connected arrays of processors, where

G=glxg':!.X· .. xg, • H=h(x.h 2x· .. Md.. and g 1· .. gr~ I" . hd . We consider the problem of

simulating G by H. and we characterize in terms of the gi' S and h j ' s the best possible
simulation by giving such a simulation and proving its optimality in the worst-case sense.

We also establish the same bound on the average cost of encoding the edges of G as dis·
tinCt paths in H .

Categories and Subject Descriptors: F.2.2 [Analysis of Algorithms and Problem Complexity]: Nonnumerical Algorithms and Problems; G.2.2 [Graph Theory]: Graph Embedding Problems

Genaral Terms: Algorithms, Theory
Additional Key Words and Phrases: Mesh-Connected Processor Arrays, Parallel Computation, Parallel Simulation, Graph Encodings
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1. Introduction
A network of processors H is said to m-simulare another network G if and only if
every step of G can be simulated with 0 (m) steps of H. Note that if H can m-simulate G
then any problem that G solves in time T can be solved. by H in time 0 (m °T). Establishing simulation results is an imponam research topic, since it enables the transport of
algorithms wrinen for one network to another [3,5,10]. This paper deals with the problern of simulating a mesh G=g IX

0

0

•

xg r

H=h,x···xh d (called the hem), where IG
XIX'· .

xx.\' is the same as the mesh Xn(ly<·

..

(called the guest) by another mesh

l~g,···g,91,···hd=IHI.

Since any mesh

xx 7t(.\') for any permutation 1& of {I,'·· .s}, for

the rest of this paper we assume, without loss of generality, that hI? o··?:lId and
gl?'

0

0

0

?gr.

We also assume, without loss of generality, that both G and H are d-

dimensional (i.e. r=d). This is justified because we can always introduce additional
dimensions of length one, e.g. if l<d then we consider G to be the mesh glx

0.0

xgd

,
The model of a d-dimensional mesh is introduced in Section 2. Sections 3 and 4
establish that mesh H can a-simulate mesh G where a = max

(gi+l .

I~Sd

0

0

gd I hj + I ... hd)lJi,

and that this bound is optimal to within a constant factor. Throughout, we adopt the notztional convention that, for i=d,

gi+I··· gd1hi+I - .. hd=l.

which simplifies many

definitions. In previous work, [1] had considered. a special case of this problem, that in
which IH I= I G I and either H is a cube (i.e. h 1= . . . =hd ) or G is a cube. It was shown in
[1] that if G is a cube then H can h Ilg I-simulate G , and that if H is a cube then H can 1simulate G. Both of these results are special cases of our general simulation result,
which constimtes a nontrivial generalization of the results of [1].
The result in Section 5 is relevant to the extensive work that has been done in the
area of minimum-cost encodings of one graph in another graph [2,4,6-9]. The lower
bound part of the simulation result of sections 3 and 4 implies that the worst-case cost of

- 3encoding G in H is Q(a), where a. is as defined above. It is then natural to ask whether
there is an encoding of G in H whose average cost is oCa). We settle this issue by proving that any encoding of G in H must have average cost 0(0.). Only special cases of this
resull were previously known: In [4], for the case of G=..mx..Jn and H=nxl, an optimal
Q(..jil) bound was established. In [9J this was generalized to the case G=n11dx-· _xn 1/d

and H=nxlx' .. xl, and an optimal .Q(n l - lfd ) bound established. Both of these results
follow from our general result.

2. The d-DimensionaI Mesh of Processors
In ad-dimensional mesh of processors, the processors operate synchronously and

are positioned on an hi X

...

xhd grid, one processor per grid point. A processor is

denoted by irs position in the grid, a typical one being denoted by (i l •··· ,id ) where
1$ik9l k for every ke{l,'" ,d}. Processors (i l ,'" ,id ) and U1.··· .id) are neighbors if

and only if Iil-h 1+1 i 2-hl+' .... +1 id-id 1=1. Processors (il.·· . lid) and (h,' .. lid) are

neighbors along dimension k if and only if they are neighbors and 1ik-ik 1=1. Note that a
processor cannot have more than 2d neighbors (processors at the boundary have fewer).
A step of such a mesh consists either of each processor communicating with a neighbor
by sending/receiving the coments of a register (a data movement step). or of each processor performing a computation within its own registers (a compUtation step). A data

movement is a sequence of data movement steps. A processor has a fixed (i.e. 0 (1))
number of storage registers. Some researchers assumed that a register can store up to
logn bits, while others limited the size of a register to 0 (1) bits: our results hold for
either model.
Two meshes A and B are equivalent if A can I-simulate B and B can I-simulate A.
Note that "stretching" the dimensions of a mesh by constant factors results in an
equivalent mesh. e.g. an h 1xh 2 mesh and a (c)h1)x(C2hi) mesh can I-simulate each other

- 4if C I and

C2

are constanrs.

Throughout this paper d. the number of dimensions, is assumed to be a constant. i.e.
d=O (1). Since the case d=l is trivial, we also assume that d;a.

H every processor is viewed as a vertex of a graph and every communication line

between two neighboring processors is viewed as an undirected edge, then a mesh can
alternatively be viewed as an undirected graph.
In order to establish the simulation upper bounds, we will use the idea of embedding

the guest G into the host H, i.e. assigning every processor of G lO a processor of H
which will mimic irs behavior (i.e. simulate it) during the complete computation. A processor of H might be simulating more than one processor of G in this way> but (because
of the storage limitation) it cannot simulate more than a constant number of processors of
G. Although this type of embedding-based simulation will enable us to establish the
desired upper bounds, our lower bound proof holds for any type of simulation, including
simulations where the embedding changes dynamically during the computation, and
simulations where more than one processor of H can simulate the same processor of G.
In this paper we have not considered the case IH 1=0 (I G I) since in such a case, H

cannot even store as much information as G because each processor of H has 0 (1)
storage registers. Relaxing the standard assumption of limited storage per processor
gives rise to interesting questions that are not within the scope of this paper.

3. A Simulation Lemma
Here we establish a lemma which is crucial to the simulations of Section 4.

Lemma 3.1. Let

G=g IX··' xgd and H=h1x··· xhd , where gl~··· :?gd,

hI?··· ?hd , and

every gi and hi is a power of two. Suppose that G and H satisfy the following:
(i)

g 182' .. 8 j ?h 1h 2 · .. hi for every i E {I,· .. ,d-l}, and

-5-

Then H can I-simulate G.
Proof. The proof is by induction on d:
Basis. d=2. From (i) and (ii), we have g l~ 1;::/12;::g2' Embed G in H as follows. Partition
H into hz/g z (=gl/h 1'2':1) rectangular slabs of dimensions h1X8z each. Now, "snake" G

through these slabs in the manner depicted in Fig. 1 (this is similar

to

the "folding" used

iJ1 [2]). Because of the way G moves from one slab of H to the next, some of the processors of H are idle (those in the empty triangular regions in Fig. Ib), while other processors of H are each simulating two of G 's processors. It is obvious that this embedding
enables H to simulate one step of G with 0 (1) of its own steps.

:
i
..

h , - -...

1A1'~

,
- - 91 :- :- :-

"
~

1J;j9,1"'-I'7Ki'Y
9,1-

Iil

(al G

(b) H

Figure 1. illustrating the basis of induction.

Inductive Step. d>2. View

g2X' .. xgd

as being the base of G. and view 81 as being irs

depth. Let 9=g2 ... Cd, and note that 6=h 1 ... hdlg 1:Q1 2 ... hd (since

gl~l)'

The main

idea is to partition h 2x· .. xhd into h 2 · .. hd,e rectangular slabs of dimensionality d-l
and volume

e each;

each slab will be a

A

h2 x· .. xhd mesh. Later on we shall precisely

state what each h; is, however for the time being we collect as we go along the conditions
that we would like h 2 •·

..

,h~ to satisfy. Initially we require conditions (a)-(c) to hold:

-6.
(a) h~2~ ...

"2hd ,

(b) h;:!fh; and hi is a power of twO for every ie {2.3.· .. ,d}, and

Conditions (b) and (c) guarantee that we can indeed partition h 2x··· xh d into
(h 2/hi)'

.. (hdlJid ) pieces each of which is h2x·· . xhd and has same volume (=8) as the

base of G. (Condition (a) will be useful later, when we eventually require that a piece
can I-simulate the base of G.) This partition of h 2x· .. xhd into pieces induces a parti-

tion of H into host slabs each of which is h ,xJ12x'"
host slab's depth and h2X'

..

xhd • where we view hi as being the

xh~ as being its base.

We would like the hosts's slab base to be capable of I-simulating the base of G, i.e.
h 2X'" xh~ must be capable of I-simulating
A

g2X'"

The above conditions, along

xgd .

with Cd) below, will enable us to use the induction hypothesis and embed the base of G in

the base of the host slab such that the latter I-simulates the former.

,

(d)

82 ...

8i2h2' .. Ii; for every i E (2, ... ,d).

J
2

a host slab's

p.'~:'~""l. . I-+--+
'1110,

(b) H
Figure 2. lllustrating the inductive step.
We now begin describing the embedding of G in H which enables the latter to 1simulate the former. First embed the base of G in the base of a "corneT" slab (e.g. in the
lowest-leftmost slab base in Fig. 2b). Then, with its own base embedded in that of a slab,
we snake G back and forth through the slabs until it is completely embedded in H. TIris

-7-

"snaking" is an obvious generalization of that done in Fig. lb, and it requires that the
depth of a host slab (=h I) be no smaller than the longest dimension of its base (=Jt2 ) in

order for G to shift smoothly from one slab to another (this condition was satisfied in Fig.
Ib since we had gz91 1). Therefore we need:
(e) h",5h,.
,h~

A

If we could find h 2•·

..

ding would clearly enable H

to

IO

satisfy conditions (a)-(e) above, then the above embed-

I-simulate G _ A data movement step in G along its firSt

dimension can obviously be simulated in 0(1) steps in H, while a data movement step
along any of the remaining d-I dimensions of G can also be simulated in 0 (1) steps in H

because, by the induction hypothesis, the base of a slab in H can I-simulate the base of
G.

We are left with the problem of finding
..• •h~

A

are satisfied. We choose h Z'

,h: such that conditions (a)-(e) above

as follows:

,

Ii, = minCh, , giJ
Ii, = minCh,

h2,'"

,g28,1 h"iJ
A

A

li4 =min(h 4 • g-zg3E4 , h zh 3)

lid = min(h d g-zg3 ... Cd I liZh)·· . hd-I).
I

Now we prove that the above choice for

hz. .. ',hd satisfies

all the conditions (a)-(e),

which completes the proof of Lemma 3.1. That every hi is a power of two can easily be
established by induction on i, since every gj and hi is also a power of two. Since

~·=;:njn(hi,g~3 ... gi'hzh 3 •· • h~·_I)'
A

A

we

have

A

h $hj ,
;

establishing

(b),

and

A

h ;5,g-zg) ... gil/izh 3 •·• hi_I, establishing (d). Condition (e) holds since hz$hz and h Z9L 1•

Proof of (a). We prove that hj~}ti+I by a case analysis:
Case J. h~=hi' This, logether willi h;"2h j + 1 (given) and hi +i 2:hi +I (property (b)), implies
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Case 2. hi <hi, Hence
(by definition of h.)

hi = 8, ... 8ith', ... h..,
(by Cd),

2: gj

g2' ..

Ci-,"2J1Z ... hi_I)

(by hypothesis)

2: g;+l
= g2

gi+l/hAZ' ..

Ji,.

2: ;12

hAj+l/hAZ ...

h;

(since g2'

g;=h Z ... h,.)
A

..

(by (d))

Proof of ee). We must show that hAz"'hd =gZ"'gd' Let q=htlg l • and note that
Lemma 3.1 's hypotheses imply the following:
gi~h,· ..

g,' ..

hi for i E (2,' .. ,d-l), and g,' .. gd = qh, ... hd .

If we can establish that

and

liz· .. h~';;:tJh2' .. hd then this fact,

property"

with

Cd),

hd 5h 2 _ .. hd~g2'" Cd = qh z '" hd ·
A

qh z '"

.would

(3.1)

together with (3.1) above

imply

the
A

This would imply that h z ···

Therefore it suffices to show that h z ·· . hAd~h2'

following:

hd

= g2'" Cd.

A

.. h d .

Actually we show, by induction

on i. that h z · .. h~'~h2" - hi for every i E {2,'" ,d}.
A

Basis. i=2. Recall that liz = minCh z • gi). If hAz=hz then surely hA2~h2 (since q:Sl). If
then (3.1), for i=2, implies that h2~h2'

h"'2=gz

Inductive Step.

Jii +1 = min(hj + 1

I

g2·· . gi+l

I h2 ·· . h:).

Case 1. ~·+I = hi +1• Then we have:
A

h2 ·

..

hi +1 = h2 · . ·lijhi+J~h2 ... hjhj+h where we used the induction hypothesis.

Case 2.

hi +1 =

g2' .. gi+ll

h2 ·· . Ji... Then

h2 ··· h~j+l = g2··· gi+l~h2··· hj+l> where we used (3.1).
Thus property (c) holds, which completes the proof of Lernma 3.1. 0

- 9-

4. The Main Simulation Result
In this section we exploit the above simulation lemma to prove the following

theorem.

Then
a = max

(gj+l ... gd /

i

mesh

hi +1 ... h d )lIi.

H

can

a:~simulate

mesh

G,

where

(Recall our nmational convention that, for i=d,

8i+1 ... gd1hj+l ... hd=l.) This bound is optimal to within a constant factor.

Subsection 4.1 proves a special case of the upper bound pan of Theorem 1. Subsec-

tion 4.2 uses the result of subsection 4.1 to prove the upper bound part of Theorem 1.
Subsection 4.3 proves the lower bound part of Theorem 1.

-

4.1. A Special Case
This subsection considers the special case when IE I=IG I=n.

Lemma 4.1.

Let H=h1x···xhd, and G=g,X"'xgd, with hl;;::···~d, gl~···"2.gd. and

Then
0:

=

m~ (gi+l ...

,

mesh

H

can

a-simulate

mesh

G,

where

Cd I hi +1 . . . hd ) Jr'.

The rest of this subsection proves the above lemma.
For the time being, assume that every gi and hi is a power of two (later in this subsection, we remove this restriction). Let a be the smallest power of two which is greater
than or equal to a.. It clearly suffices to show that H can a-simulale G. We define an
intermediate mesh I:
(1)

/~nxlx··· xl

if Ug,>n,

That H can a-simulate G would clearly follow if we could establish the following two
claims:

- 10-

Claim 4.1. H can I-simulate I.
Claim 4.2. 1 can a-simulate G.
Proof of Claim 4.1: It is easy to verify that I and H satisfy the hypothesis of Lemma
3.1, with J playing the role of G. 0

Proof of Claim 4.2: The proof relies on
Q1

d.

abeing a power of two, and is by induction on

..

"9,

..t....
P

I.J J~iJla . .

4j

&

•

1+

(aJ G
(bJ I
Figure 3. illustrating how the columns of G are embedded into I.
Basis. d=2. We begin with the case when ag 191, i.e. l=(ag J)xp. G consists of g 1 adja-

cent columns of length gz each (see Fig. 3a). Now, snake these columns one after the

,

other in I. as depicted in Fig. 3b. Note that each snaked column occupies a horizomal

width of gzl[3=<X columns in I. A data movement step between adjacent processors in the
same column of G can clearly be simulated with 0 (1) steps of 1. It is trivial to design a
data movement taking 0 (0:) steps on I and which simulates a data movement step
between adjacent processors on the same row of G .

If agl>n, then I=(glg:i)xl and we can go through the same simulation as for the firSt
case, except that g2 and 1 now play the roles that (respectively) a and j3 played in the previous case. Hence 1 can g2-simulate G. Since agj>glg2, we have a> g2 and hence [
can a-simulate G.

Inductive Step. We begin with the case (2), when &g l:S;n. That is, we want to show that
[=(agl)x·" x(agm )xj3xlX··· xl

can a-simulate G=gIX··· xgd, where gl~··· ~gd,

l3:s;agm +1 and (agl)··· (agm )j3=gl··· gd' Divide I along its first dimension (i.e. using

- II -

hyperplanes orthogonal to first dimension) into g I consecutive submeshes (which we call
J-chunks) each of which is an

axcag:z)x· .. x(agm)x~xlx",

xl mesh. Similarly divide G

along its first dimension into g J consecutive suhmeshes (which we call G-chunks) each of
which is a lxg2x-' -xgd mesh. We shall use each I-chunk to a.-simulate a G-chunk:
(more on how this is done will be said later). Of course, for this simulation, the Gchunks are assigned to the! -chunks in consecutive order. First observe that two processors of G that are neighbors along G 's first dimension are simulated by twO processors of
I that are in two consecutive I -chunks, and that one data movement step in G between

such processors can be simulated in I by a data movement in time proportional

10

the

width of an I-chunk along its first dimension, i.e. 0 (a) (we omit the derailed specification
of this easy dara movement). We still need to show that a data movement step of G
along its second. or third, ...• or d-th dimension, can also be simulated by 0 (Ci) steps of I.
Since each such dara movement is between processors in the same G-chunk. it suffices to
show that an I-chunk can a-simulate
a G -chunk. To prove this, we introduce a new d,
dimensional mesh J • where:
J = (agi)x' .. X(tigm)x(a~)xlx·.. xl

if l3~m+\. and
if l3>gm+!'

Note that if m=d-l then surely l3::;gm+l holds, by the definition of 13 in mesh J. Otherv.'ise
note that I3lgm.+15agm+2. since

13::;&gm+l'

By the induction hypothesis for Claim 4.2. J can

a-simulate a G-chunk (=g2X' .. xgd)' Therefore it suffices to show that an I -chunk can
I-simulate]. and this follows from Lemma 3.1.
We now consider the case (1), ag\>n. Partition G andJ into chunks as in the first
case. An I-chunk is now an (nlgJ)xIx· .. xl mesh and hence it can nlg J-simulate a Gchunk (because a l-dimensional array of x processors can always x-simulate any other
x-processor mesh by circularly rotating the data in 0 (x) time for every step of the other
mesh). Since the width of an I-chunk along its first dimension is also nlg J, it follows that

~

I can n I g I-simulate G. Since

a> n Ig

J'

12 -

I can a-simulate G. 0

This proves Claim 4.2. Thus H can a-simulate G when IH 1=1 G I and every g, and
h j is a power of [WO.

Suppose not all the
A=a IX'

..

gj'S

and hj's are powers of two. It is easy to find a mesh

xad such that (i) every 0i is a power of two, (ii) 2-1h i '5ajS2h i for every

i E {l, ... ,d}, and (iii)

Z-lh l . - .

h i '5a I

such a mesh A , for i =1, ... ,d let

aj

... ajQh I ...

h j for every i

E

{l, ... ,d}. (To obrain

be either the smallest power of two "2:h i , or the lare:est

power of two $hi, choosing the alternative that preserves property (iii).) Observe that (ii)
implies that A and H are equivalent (i.e. can I-simulate each other). Let B=b IX ... xhti
be to G what A is to H. Since A and B are equivalent to Hand G, respectively, it

suffices to prove that A can a~simulate B. First observe that the number of processors of
A and B are equal to within a multiplicative constant of (at most) four, so that one of

them can be "scaled up" to have the same number of processors as the other (by multiplying by 1,2, or 4 its largest dimension). Suppose this has already been done (i.e.
IA J=IB I). Then A and B are still equivalent to H and G, respectively, and moreover

every

ai

and b j is a power of two.

lJ.o=IIlax (bi + l
i

.. -

Consequently, A can I..l-simulate B w~ere

bdlai+1 ... ad)lIi. Since j.1---e(a), it follows that A can a-simulate B, which

completes the proof of Lemma 4.1.
It should be clear, by the above proof, that Lemma 4.1 is still true when we have

IH 1=9(1 G I) instead of IH I=IG I.
4.2. Upper Bound Proof for General Case
This subsection generalizes the result of Lemma 4.1

to

the case when IH I.::?JG [,

thus establishing the upper bound part of Theorem 1. First, observe that there exists an
index k and an integer h such that

- 13 -

(To find such a k and

h,

try to find such an

Ii

for k=l, then for k=2, ... etc until you

succeed.)
Let fi=Jix···

xhxhl:+1X'"

either case, (ii) implies that

xhd if k<d, and H=hAx···

xli if

k=d. Notice that, in

IH l=e( IG I). Note that H can I-simulate

Ii is a

fi, since

submesh of H. Hence to prove that H can a-simulate G, it suffices 10 prove that

Jl

can

a-simulate G. We prove it for k<d, k=d being very similar. Since IH 1=8(1G D,
Lemma 4.1 implies that fi can 'tsimulate G, where

r=

g;+1'" gdlh-Hhk+l
max. «
max

...

hd )1Ii

lSi d:

It suffices to show that

r=

•

max (g;+1'" gdlhi+l

kSiSd

...

hd ) II"r ).

0 (n). We distinguish two cases, depending on the oot-

come of the "max" on the right-hand side of equation (4.1).
Case 1. For some j, ISj <k, we have

(since IIi I~B(IG III
= B( hl(gl ... 8j)lfj )

Substituting for Ii in the above gives
Y= O( (IIi I/h,.I·· ·hd)IIk(gI··· 8jr lfj )

= O( (IIi I/h,.1 ... hd)"'(gl ... 8,r llk )

(since IIi I=B(IG I))
=

o (a)

(by the definition of a)

Case 2. For some j, k5.j 50.. we have

5 m?X(gi+l ... gd1hi+l - _. hd)lIi =

,

(4.1)

a;

- 14 This completes the proof of the upper bound pan of Theorem 1.

4.3. Lower Bound Proof
Now we establish the lower bound part of Theorem 1 by proving that a is, to within

a constant factor, the best bound achievable by any simulation of G by H. Note that the
simulations we gave so far have the property that a processor q of G is simulated by
exactly one processor p of H, and that p simulates q throughout the computation. Our

lower bound proof holds not only for such "embedding-like" simulations, but also for any
simulation where every processor p (there may be many suchp 's) that is simulating q's
condition at a certain instam of time, must store within its registers a complete description of q's condition at that instant of time. Thus a processor of G can be "simulated" by
many processors of H at any particular inStant of time, and this assignment of processors

can change dynamically for the class of simulations that the lower bound holds for.
Let there exist a ft-simulation of G by H, and focus on the situation in G at some
instant of time t during the simUlation (any

t

will do). IT the condition of a processor q

in G at time t depends on the condition, at time t -g;, of a set Q of processors in G, then
JQ

12.(g;i gi+l

... gd

(because every processor located at a distance less than

g;

influence q). Since H f:>-simulates G, the condition of a processor p in H which

can

simu~

lates q's condition at time t, depends on the condition of a set P of processors in H,
where JP 1=0 «~g;i hi +1 ... hd ) (because any processor located at a distance greater than
this number of steps cannot influence p). In addition, for H to properly simulate G, we
must have IP I =oQ( I Q I). Thus

~ ~

n(max(gi+l ... Cd I h i + 1 ... hd ) IF') = neal,
i

which establishes the lower bound. 0

- 15 5. An Encoding Lower Bound
For any graph H, let Paths (H) denOte the set of all paths in H. An encoding [9] of a
guest graph G=(Va.EG) in a host graph H=(VH.EH) is a one-to-one mapping
e:Ea -7Paths (H)

such that the mapping E induces another one-to-one mapping

in other words edges e I and e2 of G share an endpoint if and only if paths t(et) and e(ev
share an endpoint in H.
The worsE-case cost of the encoding E is
WCOST(E) = max length (E(e))
_

ee&

where length (eCe» denotes the length of the path e(e).
The average-case cost of the encoding E is
ACOST(E) = lEe 1-1

L

,
length (E(e))

"E"

Here we are interested in the case where G is a g IX . - . xgd mesh and H is a

The embeddings of G in H that we used in the simulation results of sections 3 and 4

are not encodings in the above sense, since we allowed them to map 0 (1) vertices
(edges) of G into a single vertex (path) of H (whereas in an encoding the mapping is
one-to-one). Of course, the embeddings of sections 3 and 4 are quite appropriate for
simulation purposes, because they capture the facts that (i) the dimensions of the mesh
can be stretched/shrunk by a constant factOr without any change in its computational
power, and that (ii) for simulation purposes it is perfectly acceptable for one host processor to simulate more than one guest processors. Moreover, the lower bound pan of the

- 16 proof of Theorem 1 can easily be seen to hold for encodings and it leads

to

a proof of the

fact that for any encoding E of G in H, we have
WCOST(E) = n(ex)

where

0:

is as in Theorem 1. In addition, the proof of the simulation result of sections 3

and 4 can be viewed as a proof that g IX - .. xg d can be encoded in (bh \)x ... x(bhd ) at a

weoST equal to ca., where band c

are constants. To prove this, let e be the largest

number of processors of G that are simulated by a single processor of H; then "expand"
each venex of H into a bx· .. x.b mesh where

bd~e. __ .etc).

It is obvious that there is a

tradeoff between the constants b and c. and to study this rradeoff is an interesting
research issue, but one which is beyond the scope of this paper. Reference [2J investi-

gates this rradeoff for the problem of encoding a 2-dimensional rectangle in a 2dimensional square.
The following theorem, which establishes a right lower bound on the average cost,
is the main result of this section. '
Theorem 2. Let H and G be mesh graphs as in Theorem 1. Then any encoding of G in
H must have average cost O:(a), where a = m?X (g,+l ... gd I hi + l ... hd)l/i .

•

Proof. Let k be such that a.---m~ (gj+1
•

... gd I hj + l ... hd )lIi=(gk+l ... gd I hk+ l ... hd )lIk .

If k=d then a=1 and hence the theorem holds nivially, so from now on assume that k<d.
We prove that, for every encoding E of G in H, we have
ACOST(E)~ lEG 1-1

L

lenglh(E(e))=n(a)

(5.1)

"Eo
Let E(EG)Q'arhs (H) be defined as follows:
E(EG) = U {E(e)}.
"Eo

Note that le(EG)I=IEG I, since E(EG) is a set of paths, not edges. Now, for every edge
e eEH , let count (e) be the number of paths in e(EG ) which contain e. Observe that

- 17 -

L

lengrh(E(e))=

~E&

L

counr(e).

~eEH

From the above equality and the fact that lEG 1=8(IG I), it follows that to prove
(5.1) it suffices to show that

L

counrCe) = QCalG I).

.. E"

Now we introduce some additional terminology. If G=(V.E) is a graph and A!;;V,
let r(A) denote the edges of G with one endpoint in A and the other endpoint in "-A.
The function

r captures the "exposure" of A in G [9]. Recall that J.l:VG--7VH is the ane-

[O-one mapping induced bye:EG ---7Parhs(H). For every veVH ,

J,l.-I(V)=U

Jl(u)=v for ueVG (if no such u exists then J.L-1(v) is undefined).

if and only if

If AcVG , then

~CA)=!lL(v) : veA}. For B",VH , ~-lCB)=!lL-l(v) : veB}.

Wenowprovethat

L

counrCe)=QCaIGI).

~EEH

Let :x5h k /2, and let A denote
, an xx _.. xxxhk + 1x' .. xhtf. mesh graph. (Recall that k
is such that

a.=(gk+J . _. gd1hk+1 ... h d )lIk .)

Let

BH

denote the subset of V H consisting of

the vertices whose coordinates in H are of the form (i 1....• it ,I, ...•1).
Now, imagine keeping H in a fixed position in d-dimensional space, while moving
A so that its dimensions remain parallel to those of H; for every v E BH, let Ay be

obtained by positioning A with respect to H such that
(i) for every i E {l, ... .d} the i -th dimension of A is parallel to the i·th dimension
ofH,and

(ii) vertex v of H coincides with the vertex of A whose coordinates in A are
(x/2,· .. ,r/2,1, ... ,1).

Note that the position of some of the Ay's may be such that some of their vertices are
"outside" of H (e.g. when v is at the boundary of H). The union of all of the Ay's defines
a mesh H'=(hl+x)x' _. x(hk+x)xhk+1X' .. xhd (for each of the first k dimensions of H, an

· 18 .
x/2

increase in the positive direction and also in the negative direction). In what follows,

we view H and the AI' 's as particular subgraphs of H', positioned within H' as is implied
by the previous discussion. Of course

j.l-l

remains such that, if vertex v is in H' but not

in H, then 1l-1(v) is undefined. In addition, if edge e is in H' but not in H. then obviously
counr(e)==O.

For simpliciry of noration, in what follows we use A" to denote both the subgraph
and its venex set (the context will resolve the ambiguity). In panicular, reA,,) denotes
the set of edges of H' that have exactly one endpoint in A....
Proposition 5.1. For every edge e in H' we have

Proof. The number of such vertices v is no larger than the surface area of an xx ... xx
(kwdimensional) cube, which is o (Xi:-l). 0

This proposition implies that

L

count (e) = Q(x-'+I

~EH'

,
L

L:

"fOB:,

~EnA.)

(5.2)

count (e) )

...

Also, observe that

L:

count(e);' Irijl-I(A,»)I

(5.3)

eer(A..)

because if (say) y edges leave Jl-l(A y ) in G, then surely at least y paths of E(EG ) leave Ay
in HI.

Substitution of (5.3) in (5.2) results in

L
teH'

counI(e) = Q( x-'·I

L: Irijl-I(A,») I
YeBH

Now, observe that the definitions of a. and k imply that

(5.4)

- 19 Applying the definition of ex to this inequality results in agk5hJ:, and hence aCkIZ9/.Jc/2.

Therefore

we

can

choose

x=agJ;12.

Doing

so

results

in

]A... I=(agkIZ/h k+ l ... hd=Z-k(g"f gk+l ... gd· Together with the fact that Ill-leA... )! $IA."

l.

this implies that we can use Lemma 5.2 (given below) with l=k, o<c Q-J:. and S=W 1CA.,,).
Therefore (5.4) becomes

L
For every

L

counr(e) = O( x-'+I

~EH'

1~-I(A.) Ilg, )

v£OB"
UE

Va, Jl(u) is contained in (2x /

of the A v • s, because Ay contains Jl(u) when-

ever one of the :first k coordinates of J.l(u) differs from the same coordinate of v by an

amount of oX or less. This implies that

L

j.Cl(A.,,) == (2x)-1: IG I. Therefore

veB N

L

cOUllr(e) = O( x-'+Ix ' IG Ilg, ) = O( x IG Ilg, ).

eeH'

Since x=(J.b.l2, Theorem 2 follows. 0

Lemma 5.2. Let S be any subset
, of VG such that IS I=cCgd g/+l··· gd, for some O<C~]
and 15;/:91. Then

IreS)I~(1-<:)IS I/g,.

Proof. We begin by describing a ITaIlsformation which, when applied to S. may modify

its shape but does not cause any increase in IreS)I. We call this transformation
COMPRESS.

The COMPRESS transformation:
Perform

COMPRESS (1),

followed

by

COMPRESS (2), ... ,

followed

by

COMPRESS (d), where COMPRESS (j) consists of "compressing" S along the j-th

dimension, towards the lower end of that dimension (i.e. in the direction of lower
values of the j -th coordinate). In other words, for every segment of G parallel ro
the j -th dimension (there are

81 ... 8j-18j+l ..

·8d such segments and each of them

has length gj), "slide" the points of S on that segment so that they occupy adjacent
positions at the beginning of that segment. To see that COMPRESS(j) does not

·20·
increase I reS) I, simply note that (i) after compression along one segment has
occurred, only one of the compressed points on that segment has a neighbour along
the j -th dimension that is not in S. whereas there were ':<::1 such points before the
compression along that segment, and eli) if H I and H 2 are adjacent segments
raining

n I and

(respectively)

n2

points of S. then after the COMPRESSU) there are

exactly In2-n 11 edges between H
whereas there were

~ I nrn i

con~

I

and H 2 joining a point in S to one not in S.

I such edges before COMPRESS U). Also observe that

once COMPRESS U) has been done, S rema.ins "compressed" along the j -th dimension after we perform COMPRESSU+l),'" ,COMPRESS (d).
For the rest of this proof we assume that S has aheady been COMPRESSed. Now,
partition G into

8d

slices each of which is g IX

...

xg d _ 1, and let

Gi

denote the i -th slice.

That is, Gi contains all the vertices of G whose coordinates are of the form
01.·'· ,jd_Joi).

Let Sj

be the projection of S nGi

onto hyperplane GJ, i.e.

Si={(il.··· ,id_1,1): (i»·· . ,id_I.i~ES}.

Fact53.

S8~r;;;.···gl'

Proof of Fact 5.3. We show that Sj-5 j =0 for any j ,i such that gd:?j>i:?1. Suppose to the
contrary tha[ venex p is in Sj but not in Sj. Then consider the segment of G that is parallel to the d -th dimension (and hence has length gd) and that contains p: The j -th venex
on that segment is p and belongs to S, while the ; -th vertex does not belong

[Q

S. Now

i <j contradicts the fact that S is COMPRESS ed along the d -th dimension. This proves

Facl5.3.
Consequemly, lSI I:?' . ·:?IS8~1. Hence

lSI! " IS I/gd" IS"I

(5.5)

For every subset X of Vo • we view r(X) as consisting of two components: rI(X)
and

r 2(X)·

rI(X) contains the edges of r(X) iliat join a vertex in X to a vertex in Vo-X

along the d -th dimension, i.e. an edge of r(X) which joins vertex (i 1> ..• ,id ) to vertex

- 21 -

U j • . . . ,h) is in rl(X) if and only if Iid-jd 1=1. rz(X) contains the edges of reX) that join
a venex in X to one in VG -x along one of the other d -1 dimensions. i.e.
,,(X) = '(X}-',(X). Observe that

The proof of Lemma 5.2 proceeds by induction on d, the number of dimensions.
The basis Cd=l) is trivial. For the inductive step Cd>l), first observe that if ISgd 1=0 then

(5.5) and (5.6) imply the following:

and hence the lemma holds. Therefore we henceforth assume that I5g• J >0.
We now distinguish two cases.
Case I. IS, I>(g,)' g'+l ... gd-I> in which case (5.5) and (5.6) imply that

I,,(S)I = IS d-IS" I > (g,)' g,+, ... gd_.-IS I/g d = IS I/(cgdHS Ilgd
= c-'(I-e)

IS I/gd " (I-e)IS I/g d " (I-e)IS Ilg,

and hence the lemma holds.

Case II. IS 11:S;(g/ i 8/+1 ... gd-I> in which case for every Si there exists a Cj. O<c;$I, such
that
lSi I = Cj(gti 8/+1'

..

gd-j·

Hence we can use the induction hypothesis and obtain

We therefore have:
g.

['2(S) 1 = 1'2(u G,(JS)[ = IU'2(G,(JS)I =
i

j

L

g.

['2(S,) I

i=l

"(g,r' L (1-e;)lS; I.
;=1

This implies that
g.

I,(S)I" 1,,(S)I+(g,r'

L
j=l

g.

(1-e,)IS;I = ISd-IS,,1 +

(g,r' L
j=]

(1-e;)IS;[
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